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Our replies are in blue colour 

 

Final edits 

 

1. The bedroom slide could you add a capital N for "Next day service available" 

2. footer panel colour to change from black to pink 

3. Order by phone to read ... You can contact us between 8am - 9pm every day of the week. Our phone 

number is 0800 002 9446 

4. Opening hours Mon - Fri 8am - 8pm , Sat - Sun 10am - 6pm  

5. Get in touch contact form to link to this email cityclc@yahoo.co.uk 

6. menu section on a moblie or tablet could the logo be shown in the top above the home tab. 

7. the delivery option is still allowing post codes that are not on the list i gave you to make a booking i 

tried SW11, SE16 and it accepted these post codes, I think that you have coded the post codes i gave 

that as long as they match the first 3-4 digits it will pass, but it cannot work like that as in London we 

have many different post code that will have the same first 3-4 digits the only other option will be for 

me to give you a very long list of each 4-5 digit postcode for each area (it could be up to 100) if you 

need me to do this let me know. 

8. Need to check the collection and delivery calender and time sections as these are not working. 

9. Also i don't understand the loyalty points so you have it set that 1000 points equals 10.00 GBP so 1 

point equals 0.01p, so if an order is placed and costs 40 GBP how any points will the customer have 

gained? 

 

embed code for map: link for map https://www.google.com/maps/d/edit?mid=zp-ZH-

M5B_2M.kmDk6YEmIjeo 

Our Response:  Hello Leonie, following edits are done  

 

#1, #2, #3, #4, #5, #6, #7, #8, #9 

Code map has been embedded.  

 

Regards 

rahul 

Client Comments:  Here are the additional 4-5 digit post codes that will need to be put in so there are 

no conflicts with other postcodes that have the same first 3-4 digits. some of the others are ok as there 

is no conflict, so i have only sent a list of the ones that do. 

SE1, SW1, N1, E1, NW1 remove these from the list you have and insert the ones on the attached 

document, this should solve the problem, I also missed out some others so I added these to the list 

W8, W9,W2,W11. 

 

could you also add social media icons to the slide show images (facebook, twitter, pintrest, google 

plus) i will get the person designing my social plugins to link them once they are complete. 

 

Thanks 
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Our Response:   We are looking into it and working as well. Will get back to you soon. Thank you for 

your patience. Some are new changes which are extra effort and we are accommodating it with in the 

original effort. Thank you for your understanding.  

 

Kind Regards 

rahul 

 

 

Client Comments:  Ok so shall I get a refund for both the post code check and the date/time plug in? if 

you then send me an invoice I will pay the money refunded to you. thanks leonie 

Our Response:   Yeah please go ahead and get the refund. Or write up to their support if they can fix 

it.  

 

Kindly put us loop contact@credofy.com so that we can provide them the necessary login details 

which they would need to fix it.  

 

Or we would need time to code these. Thank you for your patience. 

 

Kind Regards 

rahul 

Client Comments:  ok great I have checked and all is working well with the post code checker a few 

last things I noticed: 

 

delivery message for an unsuccessful post code should read " Unfortunately we do not cover your 

area. Please check our service area map to see the areas we serve" 

 

Delivery options to read: 

 

"Normal service - minimum 48hour service" 

 

"Next day service - order before 12pm to guarentee" 

 

"Same day service - order before 10am to guarantee" 
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the pink header with the social media and phone number looks really bad on the phone and tablet can 

we not just have the background white/transparent like the menue banner below and just make the 

icons and the phone number pink? 

 

the create account tick box moves position if viewed in a horizontal position on a phone or tablet. 

I truly think that is the last of the ammendments of course I haven't seen the rewards points yet, but 

most things seem to work now, just these changes then I can send the domain details. 

 

thanks leonie 

Our Response:   Sure we will have a look and fix these LAST amendments and its 3rd we are changing 

that unsuccessful post code message we really hope this is the FINAL one. Regards 

Client Comments:   

for the log in and register page the register sign up box is too short that the register button doesn't fit 

inside. on the FAQ our old telephone number is showing on the how do I pay for my order paragraph 

and needs to show the new one. that it it now. thanks 

Our Response:   Those changes are done!! 

Kind Regards 

Credofy Team 
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